We present high-level ab initio calculations for the global adiabatic potential energy surfaces of the ground state (X 2 AЈ) and several excited states ͑Ã 2 AЈ, B 2 AЉ, C 2 AЈ, D 2 AЈ, and Ẽ 2 AЉ͒ of LiFH, including the valleys leading to LiϩHF and LiFϩH. The ab initio calculations were carried out using the multireference singles and doubles configuration interaction method with 99 reference configuration state functions ͑CSFs͒ for the 2 AЈ states and 39 reference CSFs for the 2 AЉ states. The basis set consisted of 140 contracted Gaussian functions, including specifically optimized diffuse functions, and calculations were performed on a dense grid of ϳ3500 nuclear geometries which allowed us to construct an accurate analytic representation of the two lowest-energy LiFH potential energy surfaces. An analytic 2ϫ2 quasidiabatic potential energy matrix was obtained by fitting physically motivated functional forms to the ab initio data for the two lowest-energy adiabatic states and explicitly including long-range interactions. The newly presented LiFH fit is compared to several ground-state LiFH fits and one excited-state LiFH fit that have appeared in the literature.
I. INTRODUCTION
The LiFH system is ideal for detailed theoretical study because it is relatively simple, yet features an interesting potential energy surface topography. The ground-state LiFH potential energy surface [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] and the dynamics of the electronically adiabatic LiϩHF→LiFϩH reaction [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] have been widely studied. The excited states 8, 26, 27 and electronically nonadiabatic dynamics 26, 28 of LiFH have attracted attention only recently. The ground-state potential energy surface has a relatively deep van der Waals well in the Li(2s) ϩHF entrance valley and a barrier in the LiFϩH exit valley. A strongly bound excited-state complex ͑exciplex͒ is present in the first excited state at a geometry similar to ͑but tighter than͒ the geometry of the ground-state van der Waals well. The ground-and first-excited states of the LiFH system are coupled nonadiabatically, forming a seam of avoided crossing at larger Li-F and H-F separations.
The features of the coupled LiFH potential energy surfaces allow for interesting dynamical processes. For example, the ground-state van der Waals molecules (Li¯FH) may be excited into the exciplex ͓(Li¯FH)*͔. These excited-state complexes are relatively long-lived and may undergo electronically nonadiabatic dissociation 26, 28 which can proceed either reactively to form LiFϩH or nonreactively to form electronically quenched Li(2s)ϩHF
Li͑2s ͒ϩHF. ͑ R1b͒
This type of reaction is of particular importance as a means of probing the transition state region of the excited-state Li(2p)ϩHF reaction. For sufficiently large excitation energies h, another dissociation pathway is accessible where the (Li¯FH)* exciplexes dissociate in an electronically excited state and form the Li(2p)ϩHF product. In order to facilitate the detailed theoretical study of the LiFH system, we present high-level ab initio calculations for a dense grid of nuclear geometries for the ground state and first five excited states of LiFH. Some of the features on the ground-and excited-state adiabatic potential surfaces are the result of the interaction of covalent and ionic valence bond configurations, and a multiconfigurational treatment is necessary to accurately describe these features. Ab initio calculations were performed with the multireference configuration interaction ͑MRCI͒ method employing relatively large reference spaces and a large one-electron basis set. Although in this work we focus mainly on the potential energy surfaces of the ground-and first-excited states of the LiFH system, we also present less extensive results for other low-lying states of LiFH, including all states that correlate with the Li(2s 2 S)ϩHF(X 1 ⌺ ϩ ) and Li(2p 2 P)ϩHF(X 1 ⌺ ϩ ) limits. The energies obtained from the ab initio calculations were used to construct a three-dimensional analytic fit for the two lowest-energy quasidiabatic [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] states of LiFH and their electronic coupling. In a previous work, 26 we have presented semiclassical trajectory photodissociation calculations using analytic fits for the NaFH and LiFH systems. The LiFH fit used in the previous study ͑which may be called surface fit H͒ was based on a limited set of ab initio data. In the current work, we describe an improved LiFH fit called surface fit J that is based on the larger set of ab initio data presented here. Care has also been taken to explicitly include accurate longrange interactions, which were not included in the preliminary fit. The newly presented LiFH quasidiabatic potential energy matrix is global and can be used to describe groundstate or nonadiabatic bimolecular scattering processes as well as the photodissociation processes shown in Eqs. ͑R1a͒ and ͑R1b͒ for both quantum-mechanical and semiclassical dynamics simulations.
In Sec. II we present the details of the ab initio calculations for the LiFH system. Section III describes the procedure we used to obtain an analytic fit of the ab initio data. Section IV discusses the fit and compares it to several ground-state LiFH fits and one excited-state LiFH fit that have appeared previously in the literature. 4, 5, 8, [11] [12] [13] 
II. AB INITIO ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE CALCULATIONS
Ab initio calculations were performed using the MRDCI variant 45 of the multireference configuration interaction ͑MRCI͒ method. In this approach, a series of variational CI calculations is carried out using sets of spin-and symmetryadapted configuration state functions ͑CSFs͒ that are selected from all possible CSFs generated by single and double substitutions in reference configurations. For multireference calculations, the reference space contains those CSFs that are believed to be essential for the description of the nondynamical correlation in the electronic states of interest, as well as some of the leading configurations needed for dynamical correlation. In each CI calculation, the selection of excited CSFs is made based on their importance in the CI wave function expansions, as determined by a selection threshold T ͑usu-ally, a few E h or a fraction of one E h ͒. The selection of excited CSFs is based on the estimated energy lowering effect of each added CSF on the desired eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian matrix involving reference CSFs, as explained elsewhere. 45 The CI eigenvalue problem then is solved several times for different values of selection threshold T, and the resulting energies are extrapolated to the Tϭ0 limit. This limit corresponds to the complete MRCISD ͑MRCI singles and doubles͒ eigenvalue problem. 45 The final MRDCI energy of a given electronic state is obtained by adding the simplified quasidegenerate Davidson correction 46 to the extrapolated MRCISD energy. In each of the three types of the MRDCI calculations reported in this work ͑referred to as strategies A-C and fully described below͒, the extrapolated energies were obtained using three threshold values T, as described below.
Although in this study we were mainly interested in the two lowest states of 2 AЈ symmetry, we also wanted to understand the topography of the potential energy surfaces characterizing other low-lying states of the LiFH system. Thus, along with the ground state (X 2 AЈ) and the first ex- our MRDCI calculations, we obtain a balanced description of the four lowest 2 AЈ and two lowest 2 AЉ states. We also obtain a very accurate description of the lowest two 2 AЈ states, and this was used to construct a 2ϫ2 quasidiabatic fit described in Secs. III and IV.
The basis set used in the MRDCI calculations consisted of the standard 6-311G(3d2 f ,3p2d) basis set, 47 augmented by several diffuse functions whose exponents were optimized to accurately reproduce selected properties of the Li, H, and F atoms ͑excitation energies of Li, ionization potential of Li, and electron affinities of H and F͒ and basic properties of the HF, LiF, and LiH diatomic fragments ͑the equilibrium bond lengths, vibrational term values, dissociation energies, dipole moments, and low-lying excited states͒. The following diffuse functions were used to augment the 6-311G(3d2 f ,3p2d) basis set ͑exponents in parentheses͒: The MRDCI calculations reported in this work were performed using ground-state restricted open-shell Hartree-Fock ͑ROHF͒ orbitals, and the lowest 1aЈ molecular orbital was kept frozen. All ROHF and correlated calculations were performed using the C s symmetry common to all LiFH nuclear configurations. The use of C s symmetry in our calculations prompts a few remarks. When collinear arrangements of the Li, F, and H atoms are approached ͑i.e., at Li-F-H angles of 180°or 0°͒, the symmetry of the LiFH electronic Hamiltonian increases from C s to C ϱv , so that the AЈ and AЉ states classify as ⌺, ⌸, etc. states ͑similarly, the ROHF orbitals that for the bent configurations classify as aЈ and aЉ orbitals become , , etc. orbitals for the collinear arrangements of the Li, F, and H atoms͒. The incomplete reference spaces and the CSF selection procedures that are used in MRDCI calculations give results that are not unitarily invariant with respect to general orbital rotations within the core, active, and virtual blocks. In particular, the results for the collinear geometries may depend on whether we use C s or C ϱv symmetry-adapted orbitals and CSFs. For this reason, we never used the C ϱv symmetry ͑or its C 2v Abelian subgroup͒ in our calculations, as this would result in a nonsmooth behavior of our calculated potential energy surfaces for Li-F-H angles approaching 180°and 0°. To mimic the collinear arrangements of the Li, F, and H atoms, while retaining the C s symmetry for all geometries, we included Li-F-H angles of 179.99°and 0.01°in our grids.
The MRDCI calculations for the 2 AЈ states are based on 62 symmetry-adapted reference configurations ͑as defined by the orbital occupation numbers͒ or, equivalently, 99 spinand symmetry-adapted CSFs. The 2 AЉ states were described by 24 reference configurations or 39 CSFs. These configurations were chosen so as to provide an accurate and well balanced zero-order description of the four lowest 2 AЈ and two lowest 2 AЉ states in the 6-root calculations with thresholds Tϭ4, 6, and 8 E h referred to as strategy A ͑see the discussion below for further details͒, over a wide range of nuclear geometries, including: the LiϩHF and LiFϩH dissociation channels, the vdW well on the ground-state potential energy surface, the excited-state well, the region of the avoided crossing between ground-and excited-state potential energy surfaces, and the transition-state region for the ground-state LiϩHF→LiFϩH reaction.
In the language appropriate for the LiϩHF limit, the reference CSFs defining the 2 AЈ CI subproblem included the ground-state ROHF determinant, the 2s→2 p, 3s, 3p, 3d, 4s, 4p, etc. single excitations in Li ͑important to describe excited states of the Li¯FH complex͒, the valence →* single and double excitations in HF ͑important to describe the bond breaking in HF͒, the valence →* as well as the 
where ͕core͖ϭ(1aЈ) 2 (2aЈ) 2 (3aЈ) 2 , in which the lowest 1aЈ molecular orbital ͑ϳ1s orbital on fluorine͒ was kept frozen, the CSFs of the following types were chosen as reference configurations:
where 7рnр20,
where 7рnр9, and
Two CSFs were particularly important for the description of the two lowest 2 AЈ states, namely, the ROHF configuration ⌽ (0) , Eq. ͑1͒, and the monoexcited configuration ⌽ 7 (1) , Eq. ͑2͒. These two configurations correlate with the Li(2s 2 S) ϩHF(X 1 ⌺ ϩ ) and the Li(2p 2 P)ϩHF(X 1 ⌺ ϩ ) limits of reactants. In this case, the 6aЈ and 7aЈ orbitals represent, respectively, the 2s and 2p orbitals of Li. As the Li-F distance decreases and the H-F distance increases, the 7aЈ orbital evolves into an antibonding orbital of HF having a significant admixture of diffuse atomic orbitals centered on Li, allowing us to describe an ionic intermediate Li ϩ -(F-H) Ϫ , which plays an important role in the electron transfer between the excited lithium atom and the HF fragment in (LiFH)*, ultimately allowing for nonadiabatic dissociation of (LiFH)* into the reaction products, Eq. ͑R1a͒. At the same time, the 6aЈ orbital becomes a 1s orbital of hydrogen, so that when the H-F bond finally breaks, the ROHF configuration ⌽ (0) , Eq. ͑1͒, describes the ionic product channel, i.e., LiF(X 1 ⌺ ϩ )ϩH(1s 2 S). The presence of the carefully optimized diffuse functions in the basis set was essential for obtaining an accurate description of the X 2 AЈ and Ã 2 AЈ potential energy surfaces in the region of nuclear geometries where the nonadiabatic transitions and a significant rearrangement in the electronic structure of the excited Li¯FH complex ͑from the covalent to largely ionic Li 
configurations, where nϭ2 -7, we included in the reference space the
configurations with nϭ7 -9, and the
and
configurations. The above reference spaces do not represent complete model spaces. The fact that we did not use a complete active space approach, which would considerably increase the cost of our calculations, was compensated for by a careful choice of reference configurations. These reference configurations were selected in such a way that they rotate into one another when the nuclear geometry varies. The appropriateness of our selection of references can be best illustrated by the size of the sum of the squared magnitudes of the coefficients of the above reference CSFs in the final CI wave function expansions of the four lowest 2 AЈ and two lowest 2 AЉ states defining strategy A, the two lowest 2 AЈ states defining strategy B, and the lowest 2 AЈ state defining strategy C ͑for the precise definitions of these strategies, see the next paragraph͒. For the majority of geometries considered in this study, these sums were greater than 0.95, and they were greater than 0.90 for all nuclear geometries and all computational strategies considered here.
As in our earlier study of the potential energy surfaces of the NaFH system, 34 the MRDCI calculations for LiFH were performed in three stages, with each successive stage employing a set of smaller selection thresholds T and a subset of geometries used in the earlier stage. Thus, the entire potential energy surfaces for the four lowest 2 AЈ and two lowest 2 AЉ states were first explored using the threshold values Tϭ4, 6, and 8 E h . This initial 6-root calculation is referred to as strategy A. The exploratory calculations constituting strategy A were followed by more accurate calculations for the X 2 AЈ and Ã 2 AЈ states, and this 2-root calculation is referred to as strategy B. In these calculations, we used the smaller threshold values Tϭ1, 2, and 3 E h . This set of calculations focused on the regions of potential energy surfaces critical for the dynamics of the nonadiabatic dissociation of the excited LiFH system, including the geometries along the LiϩHF→LiFϩH reaction path, the regions of the van der Waals minima on the X 2 AЈ and Ã 2 AЈ potential energy surfaces, the saddle-point region on the ground-state potential energy surface, and the region of the avoided crossing of the X 2 AЈ and Ã 2 AЈ states. The final set of calculations, denoted as strategy C, employed the smallest selection thresholds, namely, Tϭ0.15, 0.30, and 0.45 E h . In these most accurate calculations, performed only for the ground state, we focused on H-F distances not exceeding 2.6 a 0 , i.e., on the shallow van der Waals minimum, the entire reactant valley, and the product valley up to the barrier for the LiϩHF→LiFϩH reaction. Strategy C was important for improving the description of the van der Waals well and the saddle-point region on the ground-state potential energy surface, which have also been examined by one of us with highly accurate coupled-cluster calculations. 13 In fact, we used the results of these coupledcluster calculations to choose the optimum values of T for the MRDCI calculations defining strategies B and C.
As pointed out in our earlier study of the NaFH system, 34 the use of very small thresholds T, such as those defining strategy C, is essential to obtain the correct description of shallow minima on potential energy surfaces with the MRDCI method. For example, the estimated error of extrapolation to the Tϭ0 limit of the complete MRCISD problem characterizing strategy C was 0.001-0.006 eV, which is a reasonable accuracy for the ground-state potential energy surface in that it is characterized by a van der Waals minimum located ϳ0.24 eV below the LiϩHF asymptote. The other regions of the X 2 AЈ and Ã 2 AЈ potential energy surfaces are accurately described with strategy B, which has estimated extrapolation errors of 0.01-0.03 eV for all nuclear geometries included in the calculations. The least expensive set of calculations, defining strategy A, has extrapolation errors of 0.02-0.09 eV; this accuracy level was sufficient to provide information about the global topography of the potential energy surface of the four lowest 2 AЈ and two lowest 2 AЉ states, and information obtained in the 6-root strategy A calculation was useful for choosing the functional form for our analytic fit of the potential energy surfaces of the X 2 AЈ and Ã 2 AЈ states described in Secs. III and IV. The use of the above selection thresholds allowed us to substantially reduce the original dimension of the 2 
case. The use of the three-step approach ͑strategies A-C͒ allowed us to reduce the cost of our calculations further, since we used more expensive strategies B and C primarily in the regions important for the dynamics. The regions of the LiFH potential energy surfaces ͑for example, regions characterized by very high energies͒ which cannot be accessed during the nonadiabatic dissociation of the excited Li¯FH complex do not have to be treated as accurately as regions critical for the dynamics of this process. The use of strategies A-C and the use of the MRDCI scheme, which is based on selecting relatively small sets of CSFs out of large sets of CSFs corresponding to a complete MRCI problem, allowed us to cut down the cost of our calculations so much that the otherwise expensive MRCI calculations could be performed on dense grids of nuclear geometries involving several thousands of points in a reasonable amount of time. The results of the MRDCI calculations for each of the three strategies A-C for a wide range of nuclear geometries is available as supplementary information. 48 The ab initio energies are reported in the supplementary material relative to the zero of energy defined as the energy of the ground electronic state at r LiF ϭ15.0 a 0 , r HF ϭ1.7325 a 0 , and ϭ179.99°. The total absolute energies for the ground electronic state at this geometry are Ϫ107.803 247, Ϫ107.804 286, and Ϫ107.804 580 E h for strategies A, B, and C, respectively.
The ab initio calculations were performed on different nuclear geometry grids for each set of calculations ͑i.e., for each strategy A-C͒, and the grids are described in detail in the supporting information. 48 Briefly, the 3380 strategy A geometries were designed to be global and cover the range: r LiF ϭ2.0-15 a 0 , r HF ϭ1.2-7.0 a 0 , and ϭ45-179.99°, where r AB is the A-B internuclear distance and is the Li-F-H bond angle. The 2232 strategy B geometries covered a more limited range: r LiF ϭ2.0-15 a 0 , r HF ϭ1.4-3.0 a 0 , and ϭ45-179.99°. The 1362 strategy C geometries covered the range: r LiF ϭ2.5-15 a 0 , r HF ϭ1.4-2.6 a 0 , and ϭ45-179.99°. Each of these grids was augmented by several additional calculations to improve the quality of the final fit.
The construction of the final quasidiabatic fit for the MRDCI potential energy surfaces of the X 2 AЈ and Ã 2 AЈ states, based on the sequence of three sets of MRDCI calculations described above ͑strategies A-C͒, is discussed in Sec. III. In addition to using MRDCI to calculate the adiabatic potential energy surfaces of the LiFH system, the MRDCI method was also used to determine the asymptotic form of the off-diagonal matrix elements of the diabatic Hamiltonian. As explained in Sec. III, the diabatic coupling term U 12 for the LiFH system is constructed using the following two pieces of information: the minimum energy gaps between the adiabatic potential energy surfaces of the X 2 AЈ and Ã 2 AЈ states, extracted from the MRDCI calculations for these states as described above, and the magnitude of the coupling between the lowest two 1 ⌺ ϩ states of the LiF and LiH diatomic fragments.
It is much easier to calculate the diabatic coupling for a diatomic than for a triatomic system, and several methods for calculating a diabatic Hamiltonian for a diatomic molecule have been proposed. 38, [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] In this work, we used the method proposed by Werner and Meyer, 49 in which information about the off-diagonal matrix element of the diabatic Hamiltonian is determined from the adiabatic states that are to be coupled and the transition dipole moments between them ͑in our case, the lowest two 1 ⌺ ϩ states of LiF and LiH͒. In order to be consistent, we used the MRDCI approach in these additional calculations. The basis sets for LiF and LiH were obtained using the basis sets for the Li, F, and H atoms employed in the calculations for the LiFH system. We performed two kinds of calculations. In the first set of calculations, we used three threshold values ͑0.2, 0.4, and 0.6 E h for LiF and 0.001, 0.002, and 0.003 E h for LiH͒ and extrapolated the resulting energies to the Tϭ0 limit, as we did in the calculations for LiFH. This gave us information about the entire ground-and excited-state potential energy curves of the LiF and LiH molecules ͑the
Information about the ground-and first-excited states was useful in designing the correct asymptotic form of our quasidiabatic fit in the LiFϩH and LiHϩF channels. The corresponding vertical excitation energies can be found in Tables V and VI. In the second set of calculations, we used the nonextrapolated MRDCI energies for the lowest two 1 49 and by the subsequent shifting of the ionic diabat according to Eq. ͑22͒ can be seen by analyzing the results listed in Table  VII . The Li-F distance at which the U 11 and U 22 diabats cross ͑the crossing radius R c ͒, and the separation ⌬E(R c ) between the adiabatic energies of the lowest two 1 ⌺ ϩ states of LiF, obtained by rediagonalizing the diabatic Hamiltonian at R LiF ϭR c , compare very well with the empirical estimates of R c and ⌬E(R c ) provided in Ref. 50 .
III. FIT OF THE LOWEST TWO POTENTIAL ENERGY SURFACES
Fitting the adiabatic ab initio energies obtained as described in Sec. II directly would involve fitting the complicated features of the avoided crossing, the saddle-point, and the ground-state van der Waals well to a single functional form. In addition, we would have to calculate the nonadiabatic vector coupling term
where q is the relevant set of nuclear coordinates, on the dense grid of nuclear geometries used in the calculations for the X 2 AЈ and Ã 2 AЈ states. This would considerably increase the cost and complexity of our calculations. Thus, instead of fitting the adiabatic potential energy surfaces and nonadiabatic coupling term d, we fit the surfaces quasidiabatically. 35-44,58 -60 The quasidiabatic electronic states, which formally result from a 2ϫ2 unitary transformation of the adiabatic states, are essentially the covalent and ionic states of a valencebond model, and their energies are relatively smoothly varying functions of geometry. The quasidiabatic potential energy matrix is written as
͑24͒
where U 11 are U 22 are the lower-and higher-energy diabatic surfaces, respectively, in the LiϩHF asymptotic valley and the higher-and lower-energy diabatic surfaces, respectively, in the LiFϩH valley ͑the quasidiabatic surfaces cross when all three atoms are interacting͒. The quasidiabatic surfaces are coupled by a single scalar coupling term U 12 , which is a function of three internal coordinates of LiFH. By defining the set of coupled surfaces using the quasidiabatic surfaces as in Eq. ͑24͒, we also define the adiabatic surfaces and their nonadiabatic coupling d. The adiabatic energies are obtained without approximation by diagonalizing Eq. ͑24͒, i.e.,
where V 1 and V 2 are the adiabatic X 2 AЈ and Ã 2 AЈ states, respectively. The nonadiabatic coupling d in Eq. ͑23͒ may also be obtained without approximation from the quasidiabatic energies and their gradients. 61 One disadvantage of using the quasidiabatic representation is that it is not unique. A strict diabatic representation would be one in which all of the components of the vector coupling d are zero, 51, 54 but such a representation does not exist in general 41,42,58 -60 ͑except for the trivial, nonphysical solution of a basis that is independent of nuclear geometry͒. Nevertheless, useful approximate diabatic representations ͑i.e., quasidiabatic representations that are expected to contain the essentially correct physics for most practical dynamics calculations even when the momentum coupling is neglected͒ may often be defined, either based on smoothness and the incorporation of the geometrical dependencies expected on the basis of an underlying valence bond picture of the electronic structure [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] or based on more mathematical arguments. [41] [42] [43] [44] 62 In the present work we use the former approach.
As mentioned above, we fit the two lowest-energy adiabatic potential energy surfaces of LiFH to a 2ϫ2 quasidiabatic potential energy matrix, Eq. ͑24͒. The details of the functional form and parameters used in the 2ϫ2 LiFH fit are presented in the supporting information. 48 Briefly, our first step towards obtaining an analytic global potential energy surface was to obtain one-dimensional analytic fits for the asymptotic potential energy curves for the diatomic potentials of HF and LiF, in each case with the third atom far away. ͑Note that the LiH diatomic is not accessible at energies for which the current fit was designed to be useful. We therefore did not include the accurate LiH curve explicitly in the present fit.͒ The HF curve used in fitting the LiϩHF asymptotic potentials was based on the RKR experimental data presented in Ref. 63 . The LiF curves for the two lowest states of LiF used to fit the LiFϩH asymptotic potential, were based on the diatomic ab initio calculations for LiF discussed in Sec. II. Figures 1 and 2 show the fitted Li ϩHF and HϩLiF curves, respectively. Also shown are the experimental and ab initio diatomic curves upon which the HF and LiF fits ͑with the third atom far away͒ were based, respectively, as well as the strategy A data for these asymptotes ͑see Sec. II͒ upon which the global fit for LiFH is based. As seen from Figs. 1 and 2 and as discussed in Sec. II, the global data agree well with the experimental and highlevel ab initio data.
Also shown in Figs. 1 and 2 are the excited-state ab initio data and fits for HF and LiF, respectively, again with the third atom far away. For small r HF , the excited-state fit for the HF curve is equal to the ground-state HF curve shifted to higher energy by the excitation energy of Li ͑1.848 eV͒. The full three-body fitting procedure is facilitated when both electronic states go to the same energy when all three atoms are fully separated, and therefore the excited-state HF asymptotic potential was cut off around r HF ϭ3.0 a 0 . The HF asymptotic curves and the ground-state LiF asymptotic curves were not allowed to vary during the remainder of the fitting procedure. The excited-state LiF asymptotic curve is purely repulsive and was allowed to vary during the next step of the fitting procedure.
After determining the asymptotic HϩLiF and LiϩHF potentials, we developed highly parametrized functional forms for the three-dimensional diabats and the diabatic coupling surface. These functional forms were modeled on our previous fits of the NaFH and NaH 2 systems, 28, 33, 34 with additional functionality added as demanded by the LiFH ab initio data. The U 11 diabat is relatively featureless and contains only the van der Waals well and the Li(2s)ϩHF asymptote. We therefore used a simple sum of diatomic terms to describe U 11 . The HF potential curve was taken as our fit to the accurate experimental 63 data as discussed above, and two parametrized repulsive curves were used to describe the LiF and LiH diatomic interactions. Flexibility was added to the HF curve in the interaction region. The U 22 diabat is more complicated since it has two open arrangements, Li(2p)ϩHF and LiFϩH, as well as a saddle point and a product van der Waals well. We used a highly parametrized generalized LEPS 64 -67 function to describe the U 22 surface. Considerable flexibility in the fit was obtained by using highly modified triplet functions as well as switching functions to add functionality to the singlet curves. See the supporting information 48 for details. Proper treatment of long-range interactions 68, 69 can have a significant impact on observables such as the reaction cross section, as discussed elsewhere. 33 Here, we explicitly include the long-range dispersion and permanent multipole interactions in the U 11 and U 22 surfaces. ͑Note that here we may include the long-range interactions in the quasidiabatic states because the diabatic coupling is nonzero only in the strong interaction region. The quasidiabatic states are therefore equal to the adiabatic states in the regions where the longrange forces are important.͒ Dispersion and dipole-induceddipole forces were included in the U 11 surface for the Li(2s) -HF interaction and in the U 22 surface for the Li(2p) -HF and H-LiF interactions. These interactions are asymptotic to Q A,BC Ϫ6 for the interaction A-BC, where Q A,BC is the distance from the separated atom A to the center of mass of the diatom BC. The Li(2p) atom has a permanent quadrupole moment, and the U 22 surface also includes the quadrupole-quadrupole and dipole-quadrupole forces for the Li(2p) -HF interaction. The dipole-quadrupole and quadrupole-quadrupole interactions are asymptotic to Q Li,HF
Ϫ4
and Q Li,HF Ϫ5 , respectively. See the supporting information 48 for further details of the long-range interactions.
The accuracy of the U 12 surface is critical for obtaining the correct nonadiabatic dynamics, but the adiabatic ab initio energies alone do not provide any direct information about the strength of the coupling in the three-body interaction region. We used the following procedure to obtain a reasonable coupling surface. We selected a functional form for U 12 that behaves asymptotically like the ab initio LiF and LiH diabatic coupling curves that we obtained as discussed in Sec. II. We assume that in the interaction region the diabatic coupling will behave similarly to the asymptotic coupling, but the magnitude may be different. The magnitude of the diabatic coupling in the interaction region was estimated from the adiabatic energies near the line of avoided crossing. As seen from Eq. ͑25͒, when U 11 ϭU 22 , the diabatic coupling U 12 is given by (V 2 ϪV 1 )/2. We identified the approximate geometries of the diabatic crossing (U 11 ϭU 22 ) by using the dense grid of ab initio data and locating the line of minimum adiabatic energy gaps at each Li-F-H bond angle. We then estimated the diabatic coupling along this line to be half the adiabatic energy gap and adjusted the functional form of the diabatic coupling to have, as well as possible, the estimated magnitude along the line of avoided crossing at each bond angle. Once the functional form for U 12 was obtained, cutoff functions were added such that U 12 vanishes in all asymptotes. This feature does not significantly affect the dynamics, but it greatly simplifies dynamics calculations.
The more than 80 adjustable parameters in the U 11 , U 22 , and U 12 surfaces were optimized simultaneously during the coupled-state triatomic fitting procedure. We used a genetic algorithm 70 to simultaneously fit the parameters of all three surfaces by diagonalizing the quasidiabatic potential energy matrix to obtain the adiabatic energies V 1 and V 2 . The parameters were optimized by minimizing the unfitness function f Ϫ1 , where 
where N i is the number of ab initio data points for surface i, V i (R j ) is the value of adiabatic potential i for a given set of parameters at geometry R j , and E i j is the ab initio energy of the ith adiabatic surface at geometry R j . The weights w i j were selected such that the more critical areas ͑the saddle point, the van der Waals well, the exciplex well, and the seam of avoided crossing͒ were weighted more heavily than less-critical areas ͑e.g., the high-energy repulsive walls where two atoms are strongly repelling one another͒. We determined the final values of the parameters in two stages. We first obtained the set of parameters which best fits the least accurate global strategy A data. As mentioned in Sec. II, the strategy A data are available over the largest range of geometries ͑3380 data points͒. This stage also allowed us to add flexibility to our functional forms as needed. We further refined our fit by allowing subsets of the parameters to vary as we fit V 1 and V 2 to the more accurate strategy B data ͑2232 data points͒ for the V 2 surface and the strategy C data ͑1362 data points͒ for the V 1 surface. A comparison of the fitted values of V 1 and V 2 for a wide range of nuclear geometries is available as supporting information. 48 The discussion so far has centered on our most accurate global fit, which we will call surface fit J when we need to distinguish it from the preliminary fit of Ref. 26 , which can be called fit H. In some cases one would like to perform dynamics calculations without the added complication of long-range forces ͑which require longer integration times or longer-ranged grids in dynamics calculations͒. We therefore also created another surface set, which can be called surface fit JS, that is almost as accurate as surface fit J in the regions where we have ab initio data, but has truncated long-range forces. This is fully described in the supporting information. 48 In the rest of the article, all discussion refers to surface fit J. 
IV. DISCUSSION OF THE LiFH SURFACES

IV.A. Two lowest-energy states
The mean unsigned error of the fit is tabulated as a function of energy in Table VIII . For energies relative to the dynamics calculations of most interest to us ͑less than 2.5 eV͒, the fit agrees with the ab initio data to within 0.06 eV ͑ϳ1.4 kcal/mol͒ and is even more accurate for lower energies. This is a very good agreement, especially since the ab initio data vary over a wide range, as illustrated by the spread of the data, as measured by its unsigned deviation from its mean. The energy of the ground-state van der Waals well is extremely accurate and agrees with the ab initio data to within 0.01 eV ͑0.2 kcal/mol͒. Figures 3 and 4 show contour plots of the LiFH groundstate surface at ϭ107°͑the angle of the minimum of the ground-state van der Waals complex͒ and 72.8°͑the angle of the ground-state saddle point͒, respectively, where is the Li-F-H bond angle. Figure 5 shows a contour plot of the LiFH first excited-state surface at ϭ122°͑the angle of the minimum energy of the exciplex well͒. The quasidiabatic states U 11 , U 22 , and U 12 are shown in Fig. 6 for the 107°b ond angle. Figure 7 shows the adiabatic and diabatic energies along steepest-descent paths from the saddle point for the ground-state Li(2s)ϩHF→LiFϩH reaction at a fixed Li-F-H bond angle of ϭ72.8°. Table IX shows the geometries and the energies of the stationary points, as well as calculations in which the zero-point energy was included by the Morse I approximation 71, 72 using the POLYRATE software package. 73 Table X compares the geometries and energies of stationary points of the fitted adiabatic potential surfaces to those for several other surfaces 4, 5, 8, [11] [12] [13] that have appeared in the literature. The critical points of the previous groundstate surfaces agree reasonably well with the fit presented here, and the present fit has the additional advantage over all but one 8 of the previous fits that it also includes the first excited state and over all previous fits that it also includes the electronic state coupling. The excited-state properties of the current fit do not agree well with those reported for the ASP-ALPR fit, 8 as shown in Table X . Specifically, the Li-F-H bond angle of the minimum-energy geometry in the exciplex well for the current fit (ϭ122°) differs from the result reported by ASP-ALPR (ϭ180°), and the depth of the exci- plex well with respect to the Li(2p)ϩHF asymptote also differs significantly; we report an exciplex well depth of 0.68 eV, whereas the APS fit reports a well depth of ϳ0.9 eV.
IV.B. Other excited states
For completeness, we also include contour plots of the ab initio data for the second-excited (B 2 AЉ) and third- 
V. SUMMARY AND FORTRAN VERSION
We have presented the results of accurate high-level ab initio calculations for the first six states of the LiFH system at a large range of geometries. We have used these data to construct a highly accurate 2ϫ2 quasidiabatic analytic fit to the first two adiabatic potential energy surfaces. The fit explicitly includes long-range interactions and the electronic state coupling. The geometries and energies of the stationary points ͑the ground-state reactant van der Waals well, the TABLE IX. Geometries and energies of the adiabatic stationary points of LiFH as calculated from the global fit. All bond lengths are in bohrs, the Li-F-H angle is in degrees, and the energies are in eV. ground-state saddle point, the ground-state product van der Waals well, and the exciplex well͒ agree well with other ͑less complete͒ fits that have been presented in the literature. The surface set presented in this paper should be useful for dynamical modeling of the global electronically nonadiabatic dynamics in both reactive and nonreactive processes.
A FORTRAN copy of the fitted potential matrix is available in the POTLIB library. 
